October // 18

Dear readers,
After a sunny summer break, we are reporting back to you once again today with exclusive news and
tips from the expert world of bulk solids processes:
First of all, we‘re looking ahead to show you how you can visit us for free at SOLIDS at the beginning
of November. Things then start getting profitable for all screening machine operators, because we‘ve
got an attractive money-saving tip up our sleeves. Find out how to get to grips with fatty, sticky products when screening in a case study from the candy manufacturing industry.
» SOLIDS 2018: Come and See – for Free!
» Exclusive for you: Re-Screening at a Low Price
» No Cakewalk: Separating the Sweet Stuff
We wish you happy reading.
Your Engelsmann team

NEWSFLASH

SOLIDS 2018: Come and See – for Free!
November 7th and 8th should already be marked in thick, red marker on your calendars. An important
industry get-together for bulk solids experts is taking place in Dortmund in the form of the SOLIDS
trade fair.
Engelsmann‘s trade fair crew will be there once again. And, same as last year, our SOLIDS team is
looking forward to exchange information with you, as well as to present you with our latest solutions
from the fields of screening technology and big bag handling.
You are warmly invited to visit our stand, E23-4. We recommend that you snap up your free entrance
ticket right away. We look forward to your visit.

» Recommend article

» Ticket Registration

Exclusive for you:
Re-Screening at a Low Price
Even the best screens begin to sag at some point. However, a screen with perfect tension is a prerequisite for clear-cut screening – and this can only be guaranteed through re-screening. Thanks to the
promotion created exclusively for the readers of “Engelsmann News”, the decision to get your machine
re-screened should be an easy one.
To this end, all orders made with Engelsmann until October 31st, 2018 will receive:
a 20% discount on all standard screen inserts up to 2 mm
a 20% discount on our Testing Protocol
Simply contact our service manager, Marco Didone, to take part in the promotion – either by phone
(+49(0)621 59002-300) or via email.

» Recommend article

» Contact

No Cakewalk: Separating the Sweet Stuff
When you taste cocoa, e.g. in the form of chocolate, endorphins are released. However, when it comes
to screening machine operators, the sight of cocoa more probably releases stress hormones. This is
because sieving this product is anything but easy:
Thanks to its extremely high fat content, cocoa has a tendency to bridge, thus clogging the screen.
Loading the product into the machine and getting it out again is also a difficult task due to the fact that
the powder remains stuck to the inner walls instead of simply flowing off.
Find out how you can solve these problems through the use of specially-developed screening technology by means of an application example.

» Recommend article

» More Information

Follow the link to our product portfolio:
» Screening technology

» Mixing technology

» Big bag systems

» Additional products
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